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OBJECTIVE: To ascertain whether constant body mass index (BMI) standards are appropriate in genetically similar
populations.
DESIGN: Data are taken from the International Collaborative Study of Hypertension in Blacks (ICSHIB), an observa-
tional study.
SUBJECTS: Individuals of African descent who were included in ICSHIB. Subjects lived in eight different sites:
Barbados; Cameroon (urban and rural); Jamaica; Manchester, UK; Maywood, IL; urban Nigeria; and St Lucia.
MEASUREMENTS: Weight and height.
RESULTS: Constant BMI standards effectively argue for the constancy of slope of the linear regression equations of
ln(weight) on ln(height) across populations. Linear regression results indicate that the height/weight relationship
implied by the use of constant BMI standards, is not found in these populations and that there is much variation
across groups.
CONCLUSION: The use of constant BMI standards in classifying individuals prognostically may be unwise, even in
genetically similar populations.
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Introduction

Weight for height standards have a long history. The
earliest versions were based on insurance company
tables that provided the weight associated with the
lowest mortality for individuals of a given height.1

More recently, weight standards have been based on
body mass index (BMI, which is de®ned as
wt(kg)=ht(m2)). The most recent standards for the
US population suggest a target BMI of 19±25 for
all individuals.2

There are two possible explanations for using this
index. First, it can be derived on physiological
grounds.3 These principles imply that, if the logarithm
of weight is regressed on the logarithm of height, the
linear relationship will have a slope of 2. The second
justi®cation for the use of BMI, is that it results in an
index that is highly correlated with weight, but inde-
pendent of height.4

In this report we examine these two justi®cations
for using BMI as an index of obesity. We use data
from age-strati®ed samples of genetically similar

populations of African ancestry, living in vastly
different environments. The sampling scheme
assured similar age distributions at all of the sites.
First, in order to examine whether BMI would be the
index of choice, based on the relationship between
weight and height in these populations, we derive
this relationship and note its heterogeneity between
samples. We then examine the correlation between
BMI and height, and note that BMI is often not
independent of height.

Methods

Data

The International Collaborative Study of Hypertension
in Blacks (ICSHIB) was designed to collect standar-
dized data on blood pressure, anthropometrics, health
status and demographic characteristics on participants
of African origin, at sites in Africa (Cameroon and
Nigeria), the Caribbean (Barbados, Jamaica and St
Lucia), UK (Manchester) and the US (Maywood, IL,
a suburb of Chicago). The purpose of the study was to
examine whether differences in the level of blood
pressure in these different populations of similar
genetic makeup5,6 could be explained, at least par-
tially, by personal and environmental factors. In this
report, we use the ICSHIB data on weight and height
from eight sites (Cameroon participants were sampled
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from both urban and rural settings). We also present
the results separately for men and women, resulting in
16 samples.

Data were collected according to a standardized
protocol across sites.7,8 Weight was measured to the
nearest 0.1 kg on electronic scales, uniform to all
sites.9 Height was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm
using a stadiometer consisting of a steel tape fastened
to a straight wall and a wooden headboard.10 An
attempt was made to standardize the measurement
procedures at all sites. Scales were tested daily using
standard weights and staff from the coordinating
center in Chicago, made frequent trips to the sites to
both observe procedures and to repeat measures. All
data were extensively edited upon their arrival in the
US. Additionally, prior to analysis, we examined the
bivariate distributions of height and weight for out-
liers, de®ning them as points for which the regression
leverages became extreme, for which a scatterplot of
height on weight indicated that the individuals were
quite extreme, and for which the values did not appear
biologically plausible. Only a few such points were
discovered and they were deleted prior to analysis.

Statistical methods

We log-transformed the variables, and performed
ordinary linear regression of ln(weight) on ln(height),
with weight in kg and height in m. If the use of BMI is
to be justi®ed on physiological grounds, this regres-
sion should result in a line with slope 2 in each of the
samples. To look at the same question from another
standpoint, we are interested in the shape of the
relationship

Wt

Htb
� constant

that best characterizes the population. This relation-
ship can be inferred from the log variables and linear
regression, as:

ln�W � � b ln�H� � a;

which can be re-expressed as

W

Hb � ea:

Thus the slopes of the regression equations serve as
the exponents on the height variable, while the inter-
cepts (exponentiated) serve as the constants in the
relationship. If b� 2 for all samples, BMI is the
correct measure in all of them. Given that b� 2, if a
is the same in all samples then a single standard may
be appropriate (for example, a BMI of 19±25 is
`normal'). If the a are different, then the relationship
would have to be shifted: 19±25 might be `normal' in
one population, whereas 20±27 would be appropriate
in another population, etc.).

Results

Table 1 presents the average weight, height, and BMI
for both genders in the ICSHIB sites. As has been
noted previously,10 both the average weight and
average height increase as the focus shifts from
Africa to the Caribbean, UK and the US. Table 2
presents the gender speci®c regression equations by
site. Several features of these estimated equations can
be noted. First, nearly half of the slopes of the
regression lines differ greatly from 2, indicating that
if we sought the best relationship of the form
weight=heightb, it is unlikely that b� 2 would be
chosen (a glance at Table 2 shows that most slopes
are below 2). This is consistent with the results of an
international study by Goldbourt and Medalie,11

Table 1 Average values for anthropometric variables in the International Collaborative Study
of Hypertension in Blacks (ICSHIB), by site and gender

Site n Height (m)(s.d.) Weight (kg) (s.d.) BMI (s.d.)

Men
Barbados 329 1.719 (0.074) 76.4 (13.2) 25.9 (4.3)
Cameroon, r 742 1.701 (0.070) 68.1 (10.4) 23.5 (3.1)

u 614 1.724 (0.072) 74.5 (12.1) 25.1 (3.6)
Jamaica 596 1.721 (0.066) 70.4 (13.9) 23.7 (4.2)
Manchester 412 1.684 (0.070) 78.1 (13.2) 26.4 (4.2)
Maywood 709 1.765 (0.073) 84.5 (17.9) 27.1 (5.5)
Nigeria 520 1.684 (0.074) 61.3 (11.1) 21.6 (3.5)
St Lucia 492 1.734 (0.075) 72.9 (11.4) 24.3 (3.7)
Women
Barbados 481 1.602 (0.063) 75.2 (16.3) 29.3 (6.3)
Cameroon, r 717 1.607 (0.065) 60.6 (11.9) 23.5 (4.3)

u 752 1.621 (0.057) 71.0 (13.6) 27.0 (4.6)
Jamaica 833 1.607 (0.062) 72.1 (17.4) 27.9 (6.4)
Manchester 456 1.603 (0.067) 70.9 (15.4) 27.6 (5.6)
Maywood 811 1.634 (0.064) 82.2 (20.8) 30.8 (7.6)
Nigeria 674 1.583 (0.067) 56.6 (12.3) 22.6 (4.7)
St Lucia 593 1.628 (0.068) 72.3 (17.0) 27.3 (6.2)

BMI=body mass index; r=rural; u=urban.
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where the slope ranged from 1.11±2.27 (their conclu-
sion was that, among integer exponents, 2 is the best).
The average slope, calculated assuming a random
effects model12 for the groups presented in Table 2,
is 1.69 (95% con®dence interval (CI): 1.54, 1.85).
Second, although the search for a measure of obesity
that is independent of height implies a belief that there
is a strong relationship between weight and height, the
strength of this relationship (as judged by the value of
R2) is, in fact, quite weak. Finally, in addition to the
heterogeneity of slopes, there is clearly heterogeneity
of the constant terms in the linear regression.

To examine the homogeneity of the estimated
parameters among the samples, we performed a
regression of ln(wt) on ln(ht), including in the
model indicator variables for sample membership
and interaction terms between these indicators and

ln(wt). The slopes of the regression lines differed
signi®cantly (F(15,9699)� 2.82, P� 0.0002). The
signi®cance of the interaction terms in the model
tests whether the slopes differ signi®cantly amongst
the samples.13 We infer from this analysis that there is
signi®cant heterogeneity of the slopes of the relation-
ship between log weight and log height amongst the
samples. Similarly, we con®rmed that the constant
terms differed signi®cantly in the models.

Table 3 presents the correlation between BMI and
weight and height in the different samples. While the
correlation between BMI and height is most often
small, there is generally some residual negative cor-
relation. Thus, BMI does not universally result in a
measure that is independent of height.

Discussion

Neither justi®cation of BMI, as a physiological con-
stant or as a measure independent of height, is con-
sistent with our analysis. The estimated parameters
from the regression equations differ across the studies,
which implies that the correct transformation to
describe the height and weight relationship, is not
the same in all populations. Using BMI often does not
result in a measure that is independent of height.

These problems have been noted previously. It has
been suggested, that BMI as an index might be
somewhat confounded by differing ratios of leg
length to height in genetically different popula-
tions.14,15 These authors state that the rami®cation of
this differing leg length is that the relationship
between weight and height is not constant across
genetically dissimilar populations. Here, we demon-
strate that the weight±height relationship also differs
among genetically similar populations in different
environments.

Table 3 Correlations between body mass index (BMI) and height (ht), and BMI and weight (wt) by
site and gender, with 95% con®dence intervals (CI)

Site BMI/ht CI BMI/wt CI

Men
Barbados 70.179 (70.282,70.073) 0.870 (0.841,0.894)
Cameroon, r 70.023 (70.095, 0.049) 0.836 (0.813,0.857)

u 70.050 (70.128, 0.030) 0.853 (0.829,0.873)
Jamaica 0.018 (70.061, 0.100) 0.919 (0.906,0.931)
Manchester 70.140 (70.232,70.042) 0.876 (0.856,0.900)
Maywood 70.080 (70.153,70.007) 0.915 (0.903,0.927)
Nigeria 70.058 (70.141, 0.031) 0.870 (0.847,0.889)
St Lucia 70.227 (70.310,70.142) 0.839 (0.810,0.863)

Women
Barbados 70.173 (70.269,70.096) 0.929 (0.912,0.937)
Cameroon, r 70.045 (70.118, 0.029) 0.911 (0.898,0.923)

u 0.072 ( 0.001, 0.143) 0.928 (0.918,0.937)
Jamaica 70.033 (70.099, 0.037) 0.946 (0.937,0.952)
Manchester 70.066 (70.158, 0.026) 0.919 (0.903,0.932)
Maywood 70.097 (70.164,70.028) 0.950 (0.943,0.956)
Nigeria 70.080 (70.157,70.007) 0.925 (0.912,0.934)
St Lucia 70.049 (70.130, 0.032) 0.932 (0.920,0.942)

r=rural; u=urban.

Table 2 The gender-speci®c regression equations for each site
in the International Collaborative Study of Hypertension in
Blacks (ICSHIB). Log weight regressed on log height, with
height in meters and weight in kilograms

Site Intercept (s.e.m.) Slope (s.e.m.) R2

Men
Barbados men 3.62 (0.11) 1.29 (0.21) 0.11
Cameroon, r 3.17 (0.06) 1.96 (0.12) 0.28

u 3.30 (0.07) 1.84 (0.14) 0.23
Jamaica 3.13 (0.10) 2.03 (0.18) 0.17
Manchester 3.48 (0.10) 1.59 (0.19) 0.15
Maywood 3.48 (0.10) 1.65 (0.17) 0.11
Nigeria 3.15 (0.08) 1.82 (0.16) 0.21
St Lucia 3.61 (0.08) 1.21 (0.15) 0.11

Women
Barbados 3.81 (0.11) 1.04 (0.24) 0.04
Cameroon, r 3.22 (0.07) 1.84 (0.16) 0.16

u 3.12 (0.08) 2.34 (0.17) 0.19
Jamaica 3.39 (0.10) 1.82 (0.21) 0.09
Manchester 3.48 (0.10) 1.62 (0.22) 0.11
Maywood 3.70 (0.11) 1.38 (0.21) 0.05
Nigeria 3.29 (0.08) 1.57 (0.18) 0.10
St Lucia 3.38 (0.10) 1.80 (0.21) 0.11

r=rural; u=urban.
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Although age may be a factor in determining the
weight-height relationship within a population, it will
not play a role in the heterogeneity of the relationships
among our samples, since the sampling scheme
assured similar age distributions at all of the sites.

The heterogeneity of the regression lines demon-
strated in Table 2 are not surprising, given the
differences in the bivariate distributions of weight
and height demonstrated in Table 1. Since the slopes
are a function of the ratio of the standard deviations
and the correlation, even if the correlation remained
constant, one would expect heterogeneity in the
slopes. Similarly, the intercept is a function of the
slopes and the average values so that differences in the
average values and slopes should lead to differences
in the intercepts.

Although it has been argued that BMI serves as a
height-independent measure of weight,15 this was not
universally the case in our samples and was not the
case in some national samples in the US.4 There is a
small inverse correlation between BMI and height in
most samples. For the case in which the actual
regressions indicates a slope smaller than 2, this
small `residual confounding' results in an over-classi-
®cation of `obesity' among shorter individuals and an
under-classi®cation of `obesity' among taller indivi-
duals. The amount of misclassi®cation depends on the
actual de®nition of obesity that is used, as well as the
slope for the population.

It is clear both from the regression analyses and
from the descriptive information in Table 1 that
different populations have different bivariate distri-
butions of height and weight. Consider, for example,
the women of Barbados, as shown in Figure 1: these
women had the smallest regression slope (1.04). The
use of constant BMI line standards asserts that
individuals along those lines are `equivalent' in
some sense (for example, Kaufman et al16 classi®ed
those above a BMI cut-point of 27.3 for women and
27.8 for men as `overweight': in Figure 1 we include
the BMI� 19 and BMI� 25 lines). These constant
BMI lines are clearly at odds with the regression line.
If we were to tip the BMI lines to run parallel with the
regression line (i.e., use a standard appropriate for the
population, given by the dotted lines parallel to the
regression line in Figure 1), the effect would be to
reclassify certain people as follows: 1, some shorter,
heavier people as normal; 2, some taller, heavier
people as obese; 3, some shorter, lighter people as
excessively thin; and 4, some taller, lighter people as
normal. This example is, of course, the most extreme
example available from our analyses (Table 2) and not
all of the regression equations presented would have
resulted in this extreme deviation. However, it was
chosen to illustrate how far off constant BMI stan-
dards could be. BMI represents an attempt to distill
the health information contained in two variables
(height and weight) into one. This `convenience'
comes at a price: the loss of some information. Even
the exponent (2) of the BMI relationship is a matter of

convenience (chosen as it was to be an integer). Our
results indicate that a single BMI standard should not
be used: rather, a standard should be developed for
each population. This conclusion is in agreement with
work by other researchers,17,18 who also found BMI
inconsistencies between groups.

One must decide on the proper level at which one
may employ BMI standards, or if one can employ
them at all. The polar extremes are these: either
employ a single BMI relationship for all people, or
for none (meaning that each individual is unique).
Between these poles are attempts to group individuals
in such a way that single BMI-type standards are
appropriate. Our conclusion is simply that the group
comprising of the people of the African diaspora, is
too large to be treated by a single gender-speci®c BMI
standard: it appears that BMI is not qualitatively
identical across these genetically similar populations
of African descent, perhaps due to differences in body
shape or build, perhaps due to nutrition, perhaps due
to climate; and so BMI may not be a consistent metric
for health outcomes across these populations.

Although a single number that quanti®ed a standard
for universally de®ning obesity is attractive, it is not
necessary. Population speci®ed standards have been
suggested previously14 and using a single one-dimen-
sional standard has not historically been used for US
standards. The original US standards published by the
insurance industry1 included both weight and height
and were different for men and women as well as for
`framesize'.

Figure 1 Heights and Weights in Barbados (women). The
women of Barbados had the smallest slope. Here we show two
(parallel, solid) body mass index (BMI) lines (19 and 25, with the
25 line above the 19 line), compared to the regression line (solid)
for the women. The use of constant BMI line standards asserts
that individuals along those lines are `equivalent' in some sense
(for example, `All those with a BMI of 25 or above are obese.').
These constant BMI lines are clearly at odds with the regression
line. Using the constant regression slope lines would lead to a
different classi®cation of many individuals in the population
(speci®ed by the dotted lines).
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